**NISSAN ELECTRONIC STEERING COLUMN LOCK ACTUATOR**

**ORIGINAL UNIT**

**OE PROBLEM:**
Original unit typically fails due to worn gear teeth; eventually leading to a locked steering wheel and an inability to start vehicle.

**UPGRADED GEAR MATERIAL**

- Upgraded gear material to a stronger compound for added durability and a longer service life.
- Updated software adjusts gear speed to minimize gear teeth wear.
- Exclusive programming tool included, eliminating a costly trip to the Dealer.
- Extremely high original failure rate makes this part in-demand for over a million Nissan vehicles on the road today.

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Relay control and micro switch malfunction causing motor to rotate in the same direction.

**NEW**

601-037
Nissan 370Z 2011-09, Altima 2011-07, GT-R 2010-09, Maxima 2009-08
Pop Code: B | VIO: 1,172,771

*Patent pending Programming Tool.*